Business Fleet Tracking

Taking care
of business

What drives us?
We’d like to help you take care of business. We understand that it’s not just what
information your business has, but how it uses it that makes a real difference. We’ve
designed our products specifically to turn information about the way your business
vehicles are used, into services that help you get to where you are going, in smarter,
safer and more cost-effective ways.

Always Visible.
With near real-time tracking, you’ll have complete visibility of your fleet through various
platforms, giving you accurate updates on arrival and departure times, as well as the status
of jobs in progress.

Always on Time.
Our Job Scheduling and Dispatching feature helps you improve the service to your customers
by plotting driver routes, scheduling expected delivery times, call times on sites, arrivals
and departures.

Always Secure.
Our Theft Retrieval service consists of highly-trained recovery teams with an extensive partnership
network of vehicles and aircraft. You can also enjoy added levels of security with cargo door,
fuel cap, and passenger door sensors that alert you of any suspicious activity.
By making every drive easier, safer and more efficient, we give your business the freedom
to thrive.
Tracker, taking care of business.

Connect Lite
Track all your vehicles, at the right price.
Tracker Connect Lite provides you with the essential tools
to monitor your vehicles, with a dot on the map and near
real-time tracking online using your computer, tablet or
smartphone. This service is ideal for the business owner
who doesn’t have a large fleet of vehicles, and wants to
keep things cost-efficient.
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Trip Log (Detailed)
View time-captured, street-by-street, turn-by-turn 		
activity of your vehicles.
Trip Log (Summary)
View total hours spent on the road and kilometres driven
by your vehicles.
Trip Logbook
Capture separate trip information for both private and
business use of your vehicles.
Notifications
Report of all the notifications you have set-up.

Zones
Through an interactive map on Tracker’s web interface you can
create, edit and monitor safe zones and no-go zones for each of
your vehicles. The moment your vehicle leaves a safe zone or
enters a no-go zone, you’ll be notified.

Early Notification
If your vehicle is towed without your permission, has its power
supply interrupted, enters a high risk area or approaches a
border, we can send you an automatic notification. Depending on
which Tracker product you choose, there are more notification
options available for set up. (SMS charged @ standard rates and
email is free)

Health Check Service
Tracker is able to remotely check if your fitted devices are
working properly.

SMS Car Gaurd
Allows your driver to digitally “lock” the position of your vehicle.
If it moves before it is “unlocked”, the driver will be notified by
SMS (Standard SMS rates apply).

Roaming
If your vehicles are going to leave South Africa, you can request
that we activate roaming so you can continue to track the
vehicle in neighbouring countries.

SMS Position Request
Using SMS Position Request (SPR), you can request and receive
the location of any of your vehicles via your cell phone.
(Standard SMS rates apply)

Theft Retrieval
If your vehicle is stolen or hijacked our National Emergency
Centre, with the cooperation and assistance of the SAPS, is able
to locate and secure your vehicle, and apprehend the thieves.

